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I’D SWIFTLY COME to the conclusion that the only way to cure this 
tedium was to hurl my body on a samurai sword.

Yes, being impaled would be less painful than this. 
“What’s the issue again?” The bank teller flipped over my debit 

card and punched the numbers onto her keyboard and viewed the 
computer screen. 

Peering through the bulletproof plexiglass, I kept my gaze fixed 
on the brown eyes of the twenty-something teller, straining to ignore 
her low cut (and far too shiny) gold chemise blouse. 

“I was just outside,” I said, “withdrawing twenty pounds from the 
ATM, but my receipt has the wrong balance on my account.”

She narrowed her stare. “It says here you have five hundred 
thousand, three hundred and fifty pounds and twenty-four pence.” She 
didn’t even twitch. “Minus the twenty pounds you just withdrew.”

“Half a million pounds?” I said, amused. 
“Just over, yes.”
I glanced at the queue of customers to my right, all waiting for 

their turn to speak with the male teller one row over, hoping they’d 
not overheard. I leaned closer to the glass. “I should only have three 
hundred and fifty pounds. Where did the five hundred thousand come 
from?”  

Her frown deepened. “The money was deposited into your account 
yesterday.” She clicked away, deftly working the mouse. “Transferred 
from a Swiss bank account.”

“I don’t know anyone with a Swiss account.” 
“Well, someone apparently knows you.” 
I rubbed my right temple. “Look, this is obviously an error on the 

bank’s side. I’m not angry. I’m just doing the right thing and reporting 
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it.” I gave a confident smile. “This is not a complaint, more of an FYI.”  
“Our system doesn’t make mistakes.” 
“Well, the fact that I have half a million pounds in my account . 

. .” My voice was raised, and I flinched realizing it. “I need to speak 
with a manager.” 

“Of course.” She typed away and then said, “How’s Monday at 
ten?”

“Can’t I speak with him now?”
“Ms. Lee’s appointments are fully booked, I’m afraid.”
“Can you make a note I came in? That I alerted you to the fact that 

there’s money in my account that isn’t mine?”
“You can fill out a form.” She rifled through a stack of papers to 

her right.  
My fingernails dug into my scalp. “I have a class in twenty 

minutes. I’m a student at UCL. If I don’t leave now—” 
“Shall I make that appointment?”
“Yes, please. Thank you.” Feeling decidedly guilty for something 

I hadn’t done, I tried to stroll out of the bank without drawing any 
more attention. 

I unlocked my bicycle chain and hopped on, dodging the early 
morning commuter traffic back toward Gower Street, reassuring 
myself it was a clerical error that would soon be resolved.  

Once inside the lecture hall, I found it hard to concentrate on 
Professor Ballad’s presentation. Slide after slide flashed on the screen 
before the class and yet I couldn’t say what they’d been of. Ballad’s 
keen stare settled on me and was so unnerving that it forced me to 
refocus onto what he was actually saying about Samuel H. Kress’s 
rendition of Raphael. 

The hairs prickled on the back of my neck, and I turned slightly to 
see a pretty brunette six rows back staring right at me. I soon realized 
she was probably staring at me because I’d turned to look, so I shot 
round to face the front, cursing my awkwardness and returning my 
focus back on Ballad.     

A new slide appeared and an enormous self-portrait of painter 
Antony Van Dyck lit up the far wall. 

“What is historically relevant about this artist?” Ballad asked, 
peering at each of us and waiting patiently for a response.

I raised my hand. 
He peered over his metal-rimmed spectacles. “Please proceed, 

Mr. Harris.”   
I shuffled in my seat. “Van Dyck’s work was quite possibly 

responsible for dwindling Rembrandt’s popularity.” 
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“Go on.” Ballad gestured.
“The mid-sixteen hundreds saw a desire for brighter palates?” My 

answer sounded more like a question.  
“How fickle the public’s mind can be,” Ballad added. “Just as it 

happens today, one is fashionable one moment and out of favor the 
next.” 

“Perhaps the brighter images reflected people’s hope for a 
brighter future?” I said. “So the public turned away from his work not 
necessarily through a shift in their taste but for a genuine desire for 
change.”

Ballad gave a nod toward the back of the class. With a quick 
glance, following where his attention had fallen, I recognized the 
pretty brunette. Her hand was up. 

“Yes, Ms. Rivers?” asked Ballad.
She raised her chin and offered confidently, “Van Dyck was also 

one of the first painters to introduce watercolor.” 
“And how is that relevant?” Ballad asked.
She hesitated and her cheeks blushed. 
I answered for her, saying, “Because it showed Van Dyck’s ability 

to adapt and not be stuck with contemporary techniques.” 
“Progress.” Ballad nodded in agreement. “One’s ability to adapt 

is what keeps us relevant.” Ballad flicked off the slide. “That’s your 
homework. Write an essay reflecting how you see yourself adapting 
for the duration of this course.” 

Groans came from the other students around me as I jotted down 
the subject on my notepad. The familiar hustle and bustle of students 
flocking out of the hall for their next class ensued. 

As I rose, I had the distinct feeling of being watched again and 
I turned quickly, only to bump right into the pretty brunette whose 
question I’d answered. 

She was ridiculously gorgeous, with cascading dark locks over 
slim shoulders; she had intense green eyes.  

She folded her arms across her chest. “Thanks for bailing me out 
just then.” 

I ripped my gaze from her lips. “No problem.” I became painfully 
self-aware of my awkwardness, caused by her closeness. “Ballad can 
be really hard on students,” I added. “Didn’t want that to happen to 
you.” 

“You’re the amnesia guy everyone’s been talking about, aren’t 
you?” She plopped her gigantic bag onto the desk beside her, right on 
top of my textbook. “I’m Feebs.”   

The amnesia guy? That’s what I’d been reduced to? I was aware a 
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select few, mainly my tutors, knew of my current condition but I was 
hoping she wasn’t one of them. 

I eased her bag aside. “Or you could try calling me Zach. I’m 
much more responsive to that, Phoebe.” 

“No one calls me that.”
I shoved my textbook into my satchel. “Point made, I believe.”
She repositioned her bag on her shoulder. “Where are you going 

now?”
“Why?” I lifted my satchel off the floor and shoved my notepad 

inside. 
The edges of her lips curled into a smile.   
“How come you know who I am?” I asked. 
She lowered her chin. “Foreign students stand out. So how are 

you finding this lovely country of ours?” 
“Just dandy.” I smiled, trying to hide the effect she was having 

on me. 
“How long have you been in London?”
“Four years.”
“Where’s home?”
“Louisiana,” I answered.
“How are you finding our English food?” 
“Nothing quite like a cucumber sandwich.”  
“You guys all have perfect tans,” she said. 
“Well, we have something called the sun. You guys have endless 

rain.”
Her expression changed.
“Though personally, I find women more attractive with porcelain 

complexions.” 
“Good save.” She sat on the edge of my desk and her brunette 

locks tumbled over her shoulders. She seemed to like me studying her. 
“What did you think of the lecture?”  

“Ballad’s passionate about sixteenth century art, so I’m transfixed 
by his every word.”

“You really do love art history, don’t you?”
“Well I—”
“Do you have French ancestry?”
“Don’t tell me, the hooked nose gave it away.” I threw in a smile.
“Very regal.” Feebs twisted her mouth, her curiosity getting the 

better of her. “Do you remember anything?”
This was the last conversation I wanted to have, and silence 

persisted as I searched for an answer.
“How many years can’t you remember?” she pushed. 
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“Three. I remember everything before that and everything after. 
Look, I really have to go.”

“I don’t mean to pry, but aren’t you intrigued by what you were 
up to during that time?”

My expression must have been incredulous. 
Her attention slid to my left inner forearm. “That a raven?” She 

was pointing to my tattoo.  
“Yeah.” 
“What does it mean?” 
I shrugged. “To be honest, I have no memory of getting it.” I 

stared at the inked rendition of the intricate black bird standing atop 
a fine circle. 

“You mean you got it during the time—”
“I lost my memory, yes.” 
Together we started toward the door and I kicked myself that we 

were discussing my awkward past; this should have been a different 
conversation. Running a couple of scenarios through my mind I turned 
to face her—

“Zach!” Professor Ballad’s harsh tone came from the doorway. 
“Shouldn’t you be somewhere?”  

A wave of panic came over me that he might just reveal where 
that place was. With a quick nod, I headed toward him.

“I’ve seen that exact same raven before,” Feebs said, hesitating 
in the doorway,  ignoring Ballad and keeping her gaze on me. “Let’s 
continue this later?”

“Sure.”
“I’ve got something you have to see,” she said. 
“Um, okay.” 
“The library? Seven?” She waved her insistence. “Don’t stand me 

up. I’ll track you down.” 
My gaze stayed on her all the way down the corridor until she 

disappeared from sight, my mind racing with the thought of meeting 
her later. 

“I sincerely doubt Ms. Rivers even knows where the library is,” 
said Ballad with a scathing look.     

* * * * 
DR. ELLIOT’S OFFICE reflected a kind of organized chaos, with 
numerous textbooks stacked high on overfull shelves and in no 
particular order, tilted black frames upon the walls--within them 
certificates confirming his status of psychotherapist--and papers 
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strewn across his desk, all waiting to be filed away. 
Having written several books on the subject of counseling, Elliot 

had a reputation for having a great deal of passion for his work and 
I’d soon discovered that despite his disheveled appearance and his tea 
stained ties, he had a razor sharp eye and even sharper mind.

Despite the dozens of sessions I’d had with him, it always amused 
me that they started this very same way, with Elliot methodically 
pouring tea from a chipped pot into a small teacup, resting precariously 
on a mismatched saucer.  

“Why don’t you Brits drink out of mugs?” I crossed my legs, 
trying to get comfortable in the squeaky chair.   

Elliot peered into the teacup. 
“You’d get more tea for your buck,” I offered. 
“It’s not about quantity but quality.” He looked up. “Let’s get 

back to the memories, you were saying—” He peered down at his 
notepad. “They’re not even seeping in.”

“Nope.” 
My thoughts drifted back to the girl I’d just met and our imminent 

meeting, and I felt uneasy. These weren’t the typical nerves of a 
customary first date, but a sense that there was something about her.  

I’ve got something you have to see, she’d said, leaving me with 
an eeriness I couldn’t shake, as though deep down I knew my life was 
about to change. 

“Zach,” Elliot said, bringing me back into the room. “Have you 
considered another hypnosis session?”

“Doesn’t work.” I clutched the armrests. 
“The good news is your MRI, CT scan and sleep study were all 

normal.”
“But failed to answer any of my questions.” 
Elliot peered down at my open file.    
“I have to make up for three years of study I lost.” I glanced past 

him and out of the window. “I was meant to be teaching art history at 
UCLA by now.”

“This girl you met earlier, what’s her name?” Elliot took another 
sip of tea. 

“Why?”
“Do you always answer a question with a question?”
“Feebs.”
Elliot nodded and his lips turned down in a frown.
“What, you know something about her?” I asked.
“I didn’t say that.”
I scratched my cheek. “I like tea too. Why don’t I get a cup?”
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“Thought you preferred mugs?” 
“How many more times do we need to do this?”
“As many as it takes,” he answered. “Seeing me was part of the 

agreement when the Board accepted you back.”
“I’m getting top marks.” 
“You’re also adept at changing the subject.” He leaned forward. 

“The last thing you remember?”
“Waking up in the Savoy two months ago. Alone. Kidneys intact, 

which was nice, and the date on the London Times newspaper made 
me think it was a hoax. I’d lost three years.” I shook my head, hardly 
able to comprehend it had happened to me. 

“This girl you’ve met, Feebs, how does she make you feel?” 
Elliot asked.

“She makes me want to remember . . .”
Outside a car alarm sounded and I felt my tension rising.  
“How are those dreams?” Elliot continued.
“Disturbing.”
“The dungeons again?”
“Yes.” My eyes were elsewhere.
“Is the occurrence the same?” 
“Like clockwork, every night.”  
Elliot scribbled away in my file and I tried to read his upside-

down note.
“The chamber I’m in is familiar,” I said, softly. “It feels like . . . 

home.”
“Tell me more.”
“It feels as though the place is not just part of my memory, but 

part of me.”  
My mind drifted, reaching to grasp the fragmented images, 

recalling a stark coldness within the candlelit dungeon and sensing no 
fear, merely a familiarity with my surroundings. 

“I know it’s frustrating,” said Elliot, “considering what you’ve 
been through.”  

“Do you think my dreams might reflect what really happened to 
me?”

“Hard to say.”
“If I could just find those missing years.”
“Amnesia is one of the most difficult psychological experiences 

anyone can go through.”
I gave a sigh. 
“Give it time,” he said.
That gloomy dungeon was my only precarious link to those lost 
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years, and my gut was telling me that my past was ever-beckoning 
my return to its bewitching mystery. My fingertips caressed my tattoo 
through my shirt sleeve and I was once more within those dark walls of 
that chamber, quickened with the idea of something alluring looming 
in the shadows, waiting for me. 

The tick of the wall clock was deafening.    

* * * *
THE COLD, OLD LIBRARY, with its low ceiling and high windows, 
was deserted, which was how I liked it; quiet and still, the atmosphere 
conducive to studying and mulling through books that very often held 
no relation to what I was actually meant to be reading.

Though this time, instead of finding my usual place at the back, 
I settled at a table positioned out in the open, closer to the doorway, 
easier for Feebs to find me if she did indeed turn up.

I opened my book, a study of the life of painter Jan de Beer, 
feigning fascination with its well-worn pages. 

The hushed voices of the library gave the place a reverent feel.  
Anxiety hit me when I tried to reach back for those lost memories, 

my gut twisting with fear for what I didn’t know, and though I’d 
somewhat come to terms with these blank episodes of my life, the 
frustration of not remembering was wearing. 

I massaged my temple, trying to ease the tension.
“Boring,” came a female voice.
I looked up to see Feebs sitting opposite, resting her chin casually 

on her hands and her attention fixed on my upside-down book.
There came a rush of exhilaration to see her, but I tried to hide 

it, saying, “Jan de Beer was considered one of the greatest painters of 
the Antwerp Mannerists.” On her blank stare, I added, “It’s how they 
referred to the style of a group of anonymous painters from Antwerp 
during the sixteenth century.” I wondered if I’d impressed her.      

Her raised eyebrows served as her an unenthusiastic response. 
She waved a small, black book in front of me. “Poe!”

She waited for my reaction and when none came, she said, “The 
gift I promised.”

With the back of her hand, she nudged my book out of the way 
and placed hers down in its place. “Once upon a midnight dreary, 
while I pondered weak and weary.”

I sat back. “The Raven, by Edgar Allen Poe.”
“The second I saw your tattoo it was the first thing I thought of.” 

She opened the book. “Your raven is the exact same one that Poe 
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sketched with his poem in his secret memoir. See?”
I leaned forward and studied the upside-down drawing. 
“It’s Gothic,” she continued. “It symbolizes a dark secret. And 

also—” She looked up at me. “A never-ending love.”
Something stirred within as I studied the small, black bird and 

then shifted my gaze over to my tattoo. 
She pointed to my forearm, directly at the small, round circle 

“And this means—”
“Infinity.”
“Isn’t it intriguing?”
“Yeah, I just wish I could remember why I got it.”
She jumped up and hoisted her bag over her shoulder. “Come on, 

I’m taking you somewhere.”
I shoved my books into my satchel. “Is this what you Brits call a 

date?”
She pressed her index finger to her lips. “Shush, this is a library.” 

She laughed loudly, leading me out.

* * * * 
I WAITED for the noisy double-decker bus to pass by us and then 
asked, “Do you have any idea how many tattoo parlors there are in 
London?” I dodged a pedestrian. “And yes, I have actually considered 
tracking down the artist myself.” 

“Then why haven’t you?”
I hesitated. “Needle in a haystack.” 
From the way Feebs stomped on, turning onto Oxford Street, my 

reluctance to keep this up had no effect on her. 
She was breathless. “I have a feeling your tattoo might just be the 

key that unlocks your amnesia.” 
Feebs paused to gaze into the window of Selfridges, her eyes 

locked on a pair of strappy stiletto shoes. She reminded me of those 
nature documentaries I’d seen, where the predator locks onto its prey.

I couldn’t help but smile. 
Quickly broken from her trance, she continued on, navigating her 

way through the crowd of late night shoppers, speeding up her pace as 
she tilted her head upward to better read the store names, seemingly 
knowing where she was going.

Inside the cool, well-lit parlor, I took in the hundreds of tattoo 
designs showcased on the walls. To the left rested a bright blue leather 
couch and beside that, a coffee table strewn with magazines. At the 
back of the store were two work stations, each with their own metal 
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cabinet, neatly stacked with the artists’ tools and multicolored inks. 
“Come on,” said Feebs, leading me toward a middle-aged man 

standing behind the counter.
He looked up when we approached.      
Feebs peeled back my left shirt sleeve for the fifth time tonight, 

pointed at my raven and peered up expectantly at the heavily tattooed 
artist. “Does this look familiar?” she asked him.

“You’re asking if I did it?” he said in a strong Russian accent, 
studying my forearm. 

“Yes,” she said triumphantly and surprisingly with as much 
enthusiasm as she’d had when she asked the first tattoo artist we’d 
met tonight. 

He pulled his lips back in a scowl and looked over at me. “You 
want to sue?”

“No.” I hated the idea of having to explain again. “Never thought 
I’d ever get one though.” I turned to Feebs. “Permanence scares me.”

“So you like it?” the Russian asked. 
“Sure.” I rolled up my sleeves neatly and admired the 

craftsmanship.
“Makes you more interesting,” Feebs said, and grinned. 
The Russian raised an eyebrow. “Now that I remember, it is one 

of mine.”
My jaw dropped, but he didn’t seem to notice. 
He rested his forefinger on the circle. “This is a brand. Not tattoo. 

See, it’s darker.  The man you came with asked me to camouflage 
this—” He slid his finger over. “With the raven.”

“Why?” Feebs asked the question I was thinking.
“Didn’t say.” He narrowed his stare. “How can you not remember? 

You were sober?”
I shook my head. “What’d this guy look like?”  
He shrugged. “English. Tall. Redhead. Money, you know. You 

could see he had wealth from the way he dressed.”
“You don’t know where I might find him?” I asked. 
The Russian hesitated, studying us suspiciously.
“Please,” I said. “It’s important.”
He exhaled, relenting. “Don’t tell him it came from me.” He 

turned his attention to Feebs.
She nodded in agreement she wouldn’t say anything either.
“Belshazzar’s, the club in Belgravia.” He  raised a long, bent 

finger. “That’s where he goes.”
I turned to Feebs and she was already at work on her mobile 

finding the address.
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“You’ve been fantastic,” Feebs said, hoisting her bag over her 
shoulder.

“Be careful,” the Russian said. 
I was about to ask what of, but he’d already moved away and was 

busy restocking supplies at his work station. 
This conversation was over.  

* * * *
BELGRAVIA WAS ONE of the wealthiest of London’s districts, if not 
the world, with its pristine stucco designs and the grandest of classical 
terraces complimented by the lavish green spaces surrounding it and 
perfectly tended streets.  

Taking in the grandest of all the buildings, with its towering 
baroque pillars and opulent cream colored brickwork, Belshazzar’s 
appeared more like a luxury residence than a club, situated smack 
bang in the middle of Belgravia.    

Feebs was visibly excited. “See, I told you your tattoo was 
important.” She beamed a smile and asked, “Does this place seem 
familiar?”  

I shook my head, questioning her instincts as we approached. 
The front door opened and a man appeared, easily passing for a 

bouncer, albeit a well-dressed one. 
He seemed to be waiting for us to initiate the conversation and it 

suddenly dawned on me we probably needed a password. 
“Well, show it to me then,” he said.
“Excuse me?” I cringed inside.
Without a word, he grabbed my left arm, eased back my shirt 

sleeve and gazed down at my tattoo.  
Uncomfortable with his manhandling, I stepped back off the top 

step, bumping right into Feebs who was standing too close.
“Well that’s original,” the bouncer said, leaning forward to open 

the door. “That allowed?”
“What?” I stepped back up to his level.
“Adding to the brand?” He gestured that Feebs could enter too. 
Once inside, we shared a congratulatory high-five and strolled 

down a long hallway decked with crystal chandeliers and a red lush 
carpet guiding our way. 

When the double doors opened the music hit us. We entered what 
looked like a swanky bar, the majority of the sharply dressed guests 
elegantly donned in black. 

Still wearing jeans and a plain white shirt, I felt underdressed and 
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hated being so conspicuous. 
Feebs nudged up against me and said, “Look around, you might 

know someone. Someone might know you.”
I gave a nod.
“I need to find a loo,” she told me and headed over toward the 

barman.
After exchanging a few words with him, he motioned toward the 

end of the sumptuously decorated room and Feebs started off in that 
direction.

Discreetly, I scanned the many faces, hoping to recognize 
someone. I settled on the twenty-something blonde sitting at a table 
just a few feet away, her tight bodice  emphasizing her small waist, 
her pretty face a little too still as she listened intently to her friend’s 
conversation, her rouged cheekbones accentuating her paleness. The 
man beside her, a few years older, possessed startling chiseled features, 
and his movement was slow and deliberant as he gracefully lifted a 
glass of wine to his lips and sipped; his eyelids half closed in pleasure.

It was hard to recall ever seeing this many beautiful people in one 
place, many of them carrying an air of gothic elitism, a distinction 
I gathered from their majestic movement, bestowing a quality of 
preciseness that was compelling to watch.

Still waiting for Feebs to return, there came a growing unease 
brought on by the occasional piercing stares that met mine. It appeared 
the other guests were also sussing me out.

I was ready to leave and couldn’t wait for Feebs to get back.
My vodka and Coke was free, but as I tasted it, eyeing the 

bartender, I had a sneaky suspicion he’d poured two shots of liquor 
into my glass.

Only three sips later and I felt the drink.
“Zach?” A pretty, young, tattooed Asian girl wrapped her arms 

around me.
I waited for her to let go and smiled down at her, shouting over 

the music. “I’m sorry . . .” I could’ve sworn she’d said my name.
Her expression changed to confusion. “Zach, it’s me.” And then 

she looked away, her gaze scanning the crowd though seemingly not 
really seeing it and then she faced me again.

“What?” I shook my head. “Do I know you?”
The bartender leaned over and called out to her. “Anaïs, want the 

usual?”
There came the distinct impression she really did know me and a 

well of excitement rose in my chest that she might be able to shed light 
on those lost years.  
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Anaïs ignored the barmen. “Come with me.”
“I’m with someone.” I gestured toward the elevator.
Anaïs gawped. “Who?”
“A friend . . .” I hesitated, unsure how much to share.
“But you pointed to the lift?”
“She just went to the restroom. Look, um, Anaïs, pretty name by 

the way, how do we know each other?” 
She was glaring toward the lift. “She shouldn’t have gone down 

there.” She pressed her hand to her mouth. “Why’d she go in there?”
“The barman—” I gestured to him. “He said that was the way to 

the ladies room.”
“It’s not.” She studied my face. “Why are you here?”
“Long story.” 
“Why did you come back?”
Her words stunned me. 
Anaïs clutched my shirt sleeve and tugged me toward the elevator. 

“We’re getting your friend and you out of here.”
We edged our way through the crowd until we reached the 

elevator. She punched the down button. 
“I need you to keep quiet. Understand?” Anaïs stepped inside the 

cart. 
I followed her in. The doors slid closed and we began our descent.
I tried to read her. “What’s going on?”
“You should never have come back.”
“Where are we going?”
“To get your friend—”
“Feebs.”
“Feebs, and then you leave. You do not ask any more questions. 

You never come back here.”    
“Have I been here before?”
The elevator doors slid open and we were met by what looked 

like another bouncer, only this one appeared slightly more refined, 
dressed smartly in black. 

“Which way did the girl go?” Anaïs asked him.
“End door.” 
“She still in there?”  
“Yes.”
Anaïs guided me on. “This isn’t good. What were you thinking?” 

She seemed close to tears. “You made your decision. I don’t 
understand.”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about.”
“You weren’t supposed to come back.”
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At the end of the sprawling hallway, a door opened and a tall, 
stunning redheaded man appeared and shut the door behind him.

His face lit up when he saw me. “Impossible.”
The Russian tattooist had mentioned a redhead, and this man was 

also stylishly dressed; it was too much of a coincidence for it not to 
be him.   

Anaïs looked frightened. “I’ll take care of this,” but it was barely 
a whisper.   

There was something about him that was difficult to ignore. 
Perhaps it was the contrast of his pale skin enhancing his shocking 
titian locks or the way his irises glistened in the dimness. He too carried 
himself with an unusual elegance, the quiet confidence of authority.

“Hey,” I said, “I’m looking for my friend?”
“That’s his friend?” He nodded toward the door. 
Anaïs hesitated. 
He glowered at Anaïs. “What’s he doing here?”
“Marcus, he doesn’t remember,” Anaïs whispered. 
My focus was on the door behind which Feebs had disappeared 

and I hated myself for letting her wander off alone.    
Marcus was scrutinizing me.  
I considered going for the handle. If Feebs was indeed inside that 

room I needed to find her.
“In there.” Marcus pointed to another room, a few doors down. 

“Now.”
Anaïs flinched.
“Do not for one minute consider this is a discussion,” he said to 

her. 
“Feebs!” I called out.
Marcus grabbed my arm with an ironclad grip, forcing me along 

the corridor and then shoved open a door revealing a dusky room. He 
threw me in.

I skidded forward and fell in a heap in the center.
Shackles hung from the far wall and there was an antique 

mahogany table strewn with what looked like an equal number of 
accoutrements to induce torture and pleasure. This was the dungeon 
from my dreams.

I swallowed hard to ease my dry throat, as though trying to suck 
the memories out of the ether.  

“Does this stir anything?” Marcus said, looming in the doorway. 
Pain shot through my shoulder, the soreness of his grip lingering. 

There was a bitter taste in my mouth, and I knew it was fear.
I rose to my feet, readying to defend myself. “What’s this about?”
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Marcus was dangerously close. “I’m not going to hurt you,” he 
said.  

I rubbed my shoulder to make a point. “How do you know me?”
He stepped even closer, seemingly amused. “Zach, you were 

never like this.”
“Like what?” I exhaled deeply, unable to hide my need for more 

air.
“Look at you. Acting like a schoolgirl.” He beamed a smile and 

flashed sharp incisors before they disappeared again beneath full lips. 
“Where’s my friend?” I asked. 
“With Orpheus.” 
“Who?”
“Take a moment to compose yourself.”
“Who are you?” I sucked in my breath. 
Marcus strolled over to the far mahogany table and picked up 

a box of matches. He took his time, lighting several of the scarlet 
candles resting in brass sconces around the dungeon. 

The pathway to the doorway was open, the door ajar.
“Don’t even think about it,” Marcus said, touching a dancing 

flame against a wick.   
I bolted for the only exit and the door shut in my face.
A strong hand grabbed me from behind, dragging me backward 

and I was slammed against the wall, my arms violently stretched out 
either side of me. 

Full of terror, I realized my wrists were secured tightly inside 
metal cuffs. Marcus had shackled me to the wall. 

“What the fuck is going on?” I yelled, my head reeling. 
“I did warn you.” He stepped back.
Marcus remained quite still; the only movement came from the 

flickering candle flames and the shadows they were throwing.
“Get me out of these,” I said.
He reached over and wrapped his fingers around the handcuff’s 

chain. “Preventing your escape wasn’t the usual reason you’d find 
yourself in these.” He gave a suggestive tug.

I regretted drinking the vodka.
“It probably helped calm your nerves,” he said. 
My head jolted up. 
“The booze,” he clarified, “you were just regretting drinking it.”
“But I didn’t say—” I shook my head, trying to focus back on 

the moment and concentrate on saying the right thing to get me out of 
these cuffs and out of here. “How do you move so fast?”

There came a sense that somewhere, at some other time, he had 
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been part of my life.  I wasn’t sure how I’d ever have forgotten such a 
charismatic presence. The way he lowered his chin and held my gaze, 
seemingly comfortable with the silence.   

“How do I know you?” I asked at last.
“We were once . . . friends.”
It was hard to work out if it was the room or him causing me to 

feel so lightheaded. I feared my drink had been drugged.
“No one touched your drink,” he said. “It was straight Vodka.” 
Are you reading my mind?
“Perhaps,” Marcus answered my thought.
I swallowed hard. 
“Are you ready now,” he said, “for the answers you seek?”
“Yes.” 
“That circle on your left forearm,” he began, “the brand we failed 

to conceal, is the mark of a Gothica.”  
“A what?”
“A Gothica is a servant of the undead.” He moved closer and 

though his words were quietly spoken, they were resolute. “You were 
once a Gothica.”

Whatever a Gothica was, it couldn’t be good.
“A Vampire’s servant,” Marcus said, his eyes full of intensity. 

“One who commits their life to serve, in exchange for immortality. 
If they’re deemed worthy.” Marcus was close enough to touch. “You 
were my Gothica, Zach.”

“Yours?” This unsteady feeling reached my legs, but I stood firm, 
readying for what was to follow. 

“Listen to your heart, you know what I’m saying is true.” He 
looked upon me with affection, as though remembering conversations 
we’d shared or perhaps recalling moments that had once passed 
between us. His expression became solemn. “A few months ago you 
confessed to me you’d decided not to proceed with the Gothica’s 
pathway.” 

“I wanted out?”
“You remember?”
“I don’t know . . .” Memories were filtering in like faint instances 

of time, daring to mesh together but making no sense.    
“After five years of service a Gothica gets to realize their dream 

of becoming a Vampire,” Marcus continued. “For those who change 
their mind—which trust me is rare—they get their memory wiped.  
Money is deposited into an overseas account in their name and then 
transferred into another account of their . . . your choosing.” 

“That’s why all that money’s in my account? But I only just got 
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it today.” 
“Despite the fact you only served me for three years,” he said. “I 

waived the rule. Gave you the money anyway.”
“I didn’t think it was mine.” 
“It was supposed to arrive with the story of an inheritance from a 

distant relative.”
“I never got that message.” 
“The bank’s incompetence. Not ours.” 
“I want to go now.”
“I don’t think you realize the extent of the problem.”
“I’ll never mention this place, you have my word.” 
His sharp incisors glistened. “You’ve been missed.”  
With just a slight turn of my head I studied the brickwork, stunned 

that I recognized the intricate patterns made by the dripping wax, 
sensing I’d once lit those blood red candles myself.

“I must remember to thank Vladimir,” Marcus said.  
I broke his gaze.
“The Russian tattooist who sent you here,” Marcus said, flatly. 
“What are you going to do to him?” 
“Nothing. He did what he was instructed to do. You don’t think 

you’re the first Gothica to come back, do you?” 
Perspiration trickled from my brow, tickling my face as it snaked 

its way down to my jaw line. I stretched awkwardly, wiping the side 
of my head against my upper right arm.

“When we met you were a first year student at UCL,” Marcus 
said softly, “studying the history of art.” He made a sweeping gesture. 
“You just turned up here one day. The next thing I knew Orpheus had 
deemed you perfect to become my Gothica. He knows me so well.”

“How did I get here?”
“You were visiting the National Gallery. You caught sight of 

Orpheus viewing one of his paintings. One look from him was all it 
took.” 

“I followed him here?” I turned my head away, scrambling to 
piece together the fractured memories. “Doesn’t sound like me.”

“It was indeed risky.” 
“I stayed?” The words sounded braver than they felt. 
“You discovered you were amongst living history.” His irises 

brightened. “And you came to realize you could continue your studies 
here in a more authentic fashion.” 

“What made me want to go back to my old life?”
“You’re the best person to answer that.” 
“I want to remember.”
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“The National Gallery,” Marcus’s voice faded.
His irises dazzled beneath heavy eyelids and as he blinked 

something passed between us . . .
Soft lighting flattering Rembrandt’s portrait of Belshazzar’s Feast.
The tall, dashing, well-dressed gentleman standing just a few feet 

back from the portrait, lingering there and seemingly captivated by 
the baroque masterpiece. 

He didn’t seem to notice me, a twenty-something eager art student 
sitting quietly just a few feet behind.

I’d turned the page, having ceased sketching Belshazzar, the 
King of Babylon, and was now drawing this man, frantically trying to 
capture the aristocrat of Mediterranean descent. I was bewitched by 
the way he held his shoulders broad and confident, penning as fast as 
possible, fearing this moment might end and he’d predictably amble 
off to continue with his perusal of the Old Masters. 

Slowly, elegantly, as though feeling my gaze upon his back, he 
turned . . .

“Orpheus?” I whispered his name and felt the weight of his stare. 
My arms ached and I twisted my wrists within the shackles to 

ease their soreness. The brick felt cold against my back.  
Marcus gave me a look that conveyed what I feared. “Although 

it’s an unexpected pleasure to see you,” he said, “your visit comes 
with certain consequences.” 

“What will happen to my friend?” I whispered, fearing the answer. 
Marcus looked away.
“You killed her?”
“I didn’t say that.” 
“Please let me go.”
“I don’t think you realize the gravity of this situation.” 
“Wipe my memory again,” I said, choking on my words.
“It’s not possible.”  
I was breathing too fast and it was causing my head to spin. 
“Slow it down.” He pressed his hand against my chest. “Take a 

deep breath.”
It wasn’t working.
“Your return was never meant to happen,” he said.    
“If I give myself over, will you let the girl go?”
“It’s not up to me.” 
I bit my lip to stop its tremble. “Forgive me.”
“Of course.”
“What happens now?”
“That’s not my decision.” 
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The click was sudden and hard and blood rushed into my hands as 
my knees hit the ground.

I was alone. 
Wiping my sweat spotted brow with the back of my sleeve, I was 

unsure whether to be relieved or not. 
But Marcus had left the door open. 
Was he was letting me go?
As I staggered to my feet, something deep inside tugged at me, 

making me want to stay, and I questioned my clashing thoughts, each 
vying for dominance. The small hairs prickled on my forearms and the 
rush of excitement felt intoxicating . . .

As my resistance weakened, my thoughts drifted back to Feebs. 
There was no doubt all manner of luxuries would be bestowed upon 
her; the darkest of pleasures, a sensuous gateway to the inevitability 
of surrendering. 

My initial desire to save her was transmuting into a fragile belief 
that maybe, just maybe, she’d find sanctuary here like I once had. 

Shaking off this confusion, I braved one last glance at those 
shackles I’d been held in, now lying open and abandoned, then turned 
my attention to those gothic sconces with their still-flickering candles 
and lastly, that antique mahogany table.

Slowly, the door opened fully, casting shadows into the room.
Silhouetted there, was the figure of a tall man, and though I 

couldn’t see his face I felt his presence as he silently scrutinized me.
Orpheus was inside the room, standing with a regal air just a few 

feet away and it startled me that I hadn’t seen him walk the distance.
A frisson swept over me.
He was handsomely dressed, his shoulders broad, his shocking 

jet-black locks crowning his dashing Spanish features; his hazel eyes 
locked on mine, reminding me of the day we’d first met and the reason 
I’d stayed.  

It was hard to read him, impossible to decipher his fixed 
expression, blending fury with subtle amusement. 

Without words, knowing all too well he could read my thoughts, 
I conveyed to him my reason for returning. I hid my shaking hands 
behind my back, ashamed that it must have seemed to him as though 
I’d abandoned all he’d taught me. 

Gradually, Orpheus’s demeanor softened and he exuded a serenity 
that filled the space between us and caused my trembling hands to 
still. I breathed in the calmness, relinquishing, remembering this 
uncommon feeling of tranquility was why I’d accepted Orpheus as 
my mentor, and Belshazzar’s my home.
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The deepest regret soaked into my bones that I’d ever left. 
He took a step toward me, a step I somehow wanted him to take, 

knowing this moment would pale in significance of all that had gone 
before, illuminating what was to follow.

There was only one way to survive this.
My future beckoned, the potential of immortality that only now I 

understood; only now yearned for.
“Zachary,” Orpheus said, his tone reassuring, but not his gaze. 

“Don’t disappointment me again.”
He drew even closer, and my hand found its way to my collar. 
Orpheus stopped before me, and I eased the material away, 

exposing my flesh, daring to believe that for me, death’s kiss marked 
a new beginning.
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